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In the beginning

- Vorsprung durch technik
- Kool, Kalm and Kollected
- Moneybox
- Admin's Leatherman
- Sharp eye for sharp suits
- Architectural span
Non-Novell contributions

- 1-Click install
- Package search
- Packman
- Oxygen
- Application selection for Desktop Environments
- KIWI-LTSP
- Packages and Repositories
- Support
Novell contributions

- Build Service
- Infrastructure
- Patches
- Projects
- Support
Who's calling the shots
Myths

- Novell puppet
- Microsoft's Linux distro
- Pseudo FOSS project
- On the brink of collapse
- Aligned with one Desktop Environment
- Only .Net/C# apps
Getting involved

- Forums
- IRC
- Mailing Lists
- Build Service
- Events
- LUGs
Any Questions?
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